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State University of New York 

College at Cortland 

Department of Health 

HLH 302: Human Sexuality Education 
 

Course Information    

Credit Hours: 3      

Semester/Year: Fall 2010    

Meeting times: Thurs 4:20-6:50   

Meeting location: Moffett 119   

E-mail: elearning email only      

 

Professor Information      

Name: Kate Coffey  

Phone: 753-2974 

Office: Moffett 204 

Office Hours: Tues 2-4, Thur 1-4 

      and by appt. 

Text:  

Carroll, J.L., (latest edition). Sexuality Now: Embracing Diversity. Belmont, CA: Thompson 

Wadsworth. 
 

Course Description:  

Human sexuality examined from the perspective of personal development, human behavior, social 

issues, and health implications. Role of education as related to development of healthy sexuality and 

specific sexuality issues explored. 

 

Attendance Policy 

“It is the policy of the College that regular class attendance is a basic requirement in all courses. However, as 

long as absences are not excessive, it shall be the students’ performance and not their attendance record which 

shall determine their course grades.  Penalties for excessive absences, as determined by the instructor’s policy, 

shall not exceed one-third of a letter grade per class hour of absence.” (SUNY Cortland Student Handbook 

2008-2010, pg. 58) 

 

Students with Disabilities 

“If you are a student with a disability and wish to request accommodations, please contact Disability 

Services located in Van Hoesen Hall, Room B-40, or call (607) 753-2066 for an appointment. Any 

information regarding your disability will remain confidential. Because many accommodations require 

early planning, requests for accommodations will be reviewed in a timely manner to determine their 

appropriateness to this setting.” (SUNY Cortland Student Handbook 2008-2010, pg. 23-24) 

Academic Honesty 

Dishonesty, plagiarism, cheating, and misrepresentation in documents by a student or students are extremely 

serious acts and will result in appropriate consequences which may include a failing grade for the course.  It is 

expected that ideas that are taken from articles, books, or electronic sources will be properly noted in all 

written work submitted.  It is important, once again, to realize that to copy or to paraphrase someone’s work 

without proper reference in plagiarism.  Please read and become familiar with the proper guidelines (APA, 6
th

 

edition) for referencing any materials used in your work.  Failure to adhere to these guidelines constitutes 

plagiarism and will be treated as such. Please refer to the 2003-2004 Graduate Catalogue, the SUNY Cortland 

Student Handbook and the Code of Student Conduct and Related Policies and Practices for additional guidance. 

 

 
Rationale Statement linking the Conceptual Framework to HLH 302 

The course objectives for Human Sexuality Education contribute to and support the “College’s Conceptual 

Framework for the Teacher Education Program” from a number of different perspectives. Its content and focus 

is sufficiently oriented toward liberal learning that it has been accepted by the college as a liberal arts course. It 

is aimed at helping students understand the importance of personal responsibility both from the perspective of 
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professional development and providing educational programs which promote character development, address 

ethical issues and related to social concerns.  The content of the course readily relates to issues of social justice 

through, for example, an examination of the role of sexism, and homophobia in abridging basic human rights 

and impacting personal and community health.  Through an examination of cultural practices related to 

sexuality, the course aims at promoting global understanding and the appreciation of diversity. Because the 

course also has a teacher education focus, it strives to broaden the knowledge base of students and nurture their 

professional commitment.  

 

This course is designed as a foundation course in the professional preparation of Health Education majors and is 

also appropriate for Health Science majors who are interested in increasing understanding of human sexuality 

for future involvement with community health education. Although the course has a strong education focus, it is 

also relevant for students who would like to enhance understanding of human sexuality and important topics, 

issues and controversies related to the area.  

 
Course objectives: 

At the end of this course students will be able to: 

1. develop an understanding of historical and cultural aspects of human sexuality. 

2. develop an in-depth understanding of the process of human reproduction. 

3. improve their knowledge of alternative forms of birth control including the relative levels of 

effectiveness and the health risks involved.  

4. develop an understanding of human sexual response including healthy functioning and various states of 

dysfunction. 

5. improve understanding of variations in sexual behavior and attitudes. 

6. distinguish between behaviors that foster and those that hinder well-being by: investigating physical, 

social, emotional and intellectual factors that influence sexual behaviors; identifying sexual behaviors 

that tend to promote or compromise health; and recognizing the role of educational experiences, 

learning and affective experiences in shaping patterns of health behavior related to sexuality (I B 1,2,3). 

7. develop acceptance toward others whose “non-health-compromising” sexual beliefs, attitudes or 

behaviors are different from the individual and/or segments of society.  

8. develop an awareness of personal feelings and values related to sexuality issues. 

9. identify pros and cons of controversial issues in human sexuality and sex education. 

10. develop an understanding of aspects of sexual behavior that have legal implications. 

11. develop an awareness of current human sexuality and sex education trends and issues. 

12. develop an understanding of the roles, purposes and goals of sexuality education programs. 

13. begin developing background and skills necessary to conduct a school/community program related to 

sex education. 

14. obtain health related data about social and cultural environments, growth and development factors, 

needs and interest by : Selecting and analyzing valid and reliable sources of sexuality information 

related to needs and interests; and utilizing computerized sources about sexuality information (I A 1,2; I 

C 1). 

15. recruit community organizations, resource people and potential participants for support and assistance in 

program planning by: communicating the need for the program; obtaining commitments from involved 

personnel and decision makers; seeking ideas from those who will affect or be affected by the program; 

and incorporating feasible ideas and recommendations in the planning process (II A 1,2,3,4).   

16. develop a logical scope and sequence plan for a sexuality education program by: determining the range 

of information requisite to a given program; and organizing the program subject areas into a logical 

sequence (II B 1,2).  

17. design sexuality education programs consistent with specified program objectives by: matching learning 

activities with objectives; formulating a variety of alternative methodologies; selecting strategies best 

suited to objectives in a given setting; and planning a sequence of learning opportunities that build on 

and reinforce mastery of preceding objectives (II D 1,2,3,4). 

18. Explore possible explanations for important program evaluation findings (IV D 1).  

19. develop a plan for coordinating sexuality education services by: determining the extent of available 
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sexuality education services; and identifying gaps and overlaps in the provisions of collaborative 

services (V A 1,3). 

20. utilize computerized health information systems effectively by: matching information need with the 

appropriate retrieval system; and accessing principal on-line and other data-based sexuality information 

resources (VI A 1,2). 

21. apply various processes in the acquisition of sexuality education resource materials (VI D 3). 

22. evaluate the state of the art sexuality education (VII A 1). 

23. predict the impact of societal value systems on sexuality education programs by: investigating social 

forces causing opposing view points regarding sexuality needs and concerns; and employing a wide 

range of strategies for dealing with controversial issues (VII B 1,2). 

 

Evaluation of student performance**:  

1. Lecture discussion papers: Throughout the semester, you will be asked to write short (1-2 

paragraphs), in class papers to show your comprehension of the given class discussion. If you 

are not in attendance on the day a lecture paper is due, you cannot make it up. These papers 

will count as your attendance record in the class.  

(CF liberal learning, personal responsibility, ethical issues, social concerns, global understanding, 

knowledge base (I B 1,2,3; VII B 1,2)) 

 

2. Online Discussions:  At the beginning of some weeks (see schedule for specified weeks), I will 

post discussion questions online. These online discussions will give you the opportunity to 

participate in discussions about sexuality in a more anonymous format. Although most people 

enjoy the in-class discussions, this is a more comfortable format for those who are timid.   

(CF liberal learning, personal responsibility, ethical issues, social concerns, global understanding, 

knowledge base (I B 1,2,3; VII B 1,2)) 

 

3. Autobiographical (autoanalytical) papers on “Who am I sexually?” Two papers worth 10 

points each will be completed for this requirement.  The first paper is written at the beginning 

of the course and the second at the end of the semester.  The purpose of the paper is to provide 

you with an opportunity to evaluate and re-evaluate a personal intentional stance regarding 

yourself as a sexual person. In doing this, you will be better prepared to discuss topic of 

sexuality as an educator.  
(CF personal responsibility, character development, ethical issues, knowledge base ((I B 1,2,3; VII B 1,2)) 

 

4. Field Trip: This assignment is designed to provide you with new insights into ways sexuality 

is expressed in our society.  It provides you with an opportunity (or excuse!) to do something 

you otherwise might not do; viewing and critiquing an X-rated video, visiting a nightspot or 

attending a lecture/meeting dealing with sexuality.  This may also give you incite, as an 

educator, into what today’s students are faced with in today’s sexualized society. You choose 

the time and place/event to complete the exercise.  You may go alone or with others.   

(CF personal responsibility, character development, ethical issues, knowledge base ((I B 1,2,3; VII B 

1,2)) 

 

5. Activity Presentation/Paper: Throughout the semester, each student will lead the class in a 10 

minute activity on an assigned human sexuality subject. On the day you present your activity to 

the class, you will hand in a paper describing the content related to the activity, the activity 

itself, an objective, an evaluation and a reference list. This activity is designed to show students 

numerous activities that can be used in a human sex class, to become familiar with specific 

content areas, to increase their comfort level leading such activities and find resources for 

potential lessons for future use.  
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(CF liberal learning, personal responsibility, character development, ethical issues, social concerns, 

global understanding, knowledge base, professional commitment (I B 1,2,3; I A 1,2; I C 1; II B 1,2; II 

D 1,2,3,4; IV D 1; VII B 1,2) 

 

**Two points will be deducted for every weekday an assignment is late beginning immediately 

after the class period in which it is due (except lecture papers-no make ups). Please see Semester 

Assignments handout for further details on assignments.** 

 

Grading:  Grades will be determined by the total value and percentage below: 

Lecture discussion papers (5 @ 5 pts)    25 

Online discussions (3 @ 10 pts)     30 

Autobiographical papers (2 @ 10 pts)    20 

Field trip paper       20 

Activity Presentation       20 

Activity paper        20     

Participation        10 

Total       145 

 
A+ 100-99%  B+ 89-87%  C+ 79-77%  D+ 69-67% 

A    98-94%  B   86-84%  C   76-74%  D   66-64% 

A-   93-90%  B- 83-80%  C-  73-70%  D-  63-60% 

Anything below 60% will result in the grade of E or failing the course. 
 

Final grades will be rounded up to the next percentage point starting at .5%.  For example: A 91.5% will be rounded up to 92%, a 91.4% 

will remain a 91%. 

 
Grading procedures on all papers: 

Your papers will be evaluated based on the following: 

1. Turning in your paper on time. 

2. Correct spelling and Proper grammar 

3. Correct use of citations (if applicable) 

4. Content 

5. Following the directions for each paper 

 

All papers for this course will be typed, double spaced, using a 12 point font, Times New Roman with1 inch 

margins on all sides of a 8 ½” x 11” paper. Please put your name and the course number at the top of the page. 

Nothing else!!! Don’t start your paper half way down the page and you do not need to use a running header on 

each page. 

TWO WEEK RULE:  All grade grievances must be brought to the instructor’s attention within two 

weeks of the date the grade is posted.  After that time, the grade will not be altered. 
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HLH 302- Fall 2010 Tentative Course Schedule 

Date Topic Assignments Due or activity Readings** 

9/2 Intro to HLH 302 and  human 

sexuality 
  

9/9 Intro continued  

Sexuality education 

Guest speaker Mary Dykeman 

Autobiographical Paper #1 

due 

Ch 1 & 2  

9/16 Female and male anatomy & 

physiology  

 Ch 5 & 6  

 

9/23 Sexual response & dysfunction 

Conception,  Pregnancy & Childbirth 

Video presentation 

*Online Discussion week 

Ch 10, 12 & 14 

9/30 Sexually transmissible infections 

(STI’s) 

 Ch 15 

10/7 STI’s  

HIV/AIDS  

HIV+ guest speaker 

Southern Tier AIDS Program   

 

Ch 15  

 

10/14 Gender dev, roles and id  

Love, Intimacy & Sexuality 
*Online Discussion week Ch 7 

 

10/21 Choosing a life partner  

Guest speaker 

In class activity  

Ithaca LGBT alliance 

 

Ch 11  

10/28 Communication  

Fertility management/STI protection 
Field Trip Paper Due Ch 13 & 3 

11/4 Guest speaker  Transgender speaker  

 

 

11/11 Thanksgiving Break- NO CLASS   

11/18 Sexual coercion In class activity/video 

*Online Discussion week 

Ch 17  

 

11/25 Sexuality and law/policy  

Pornography critique 

 Ch 18  

 

12/2 Sexual variations & paraphilias  

 

Video presentation  Ch 16 

12/9 Sexual pleasure/adult retail industry 

Course/Teacher Evals 
Autobiographical Paper #2 

due online 

 

Thur 

12/16 

4-6pm 

Exam week 

 

  

 


